Grammar Activity — Ages 7-8
How It Works
Nouns are words that name things. Adjectives are words that describe nouns.

the wooden boat
adjective

noun

Proper nouns are names for particular people,
places or things. They always have a capital letter.

Friday
Manchester Simon

Now Try These
1. Draw lines to match each word to its word type.
biscuit

Lucas
noun

friendly

friend

goat

strong
adjective
butterfly

honest

Italy
busy

tall

2. Underline the words in the sentences below that should have a capital letter.
Our neighbour, mrs jones, was late because her car broke down.
I always sit with omar and susan on the school bus.
On saturday, we decided to cycle to glasgow.
My aunt and uncle are going to sail to america in august.
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3. Use the words below to complete the sentences. In the white
boxes, write whether each word is a noun or an adjective.
teacher

hungry

puppy

new

The .......................... barked loudly at the postman.
Yosef was .......................... , so he had a snack.
I have already lost one of my .......................... socks.
Our .......................... gave us some maths homework.
4. Choose an adjective to describe each picture below.

the ........................... bus

the ........................... boat

the ...........................
hot air balloon

An Extra Challenge
In the box, there are some nouns and some adjectives. Circle the nouns and
underline the adjectives. Can you use them to describe the picture below?

road

helmet

long

tree

stripy

green

t-shirt
happy

red

boy

How did you get on? Did you
steer your way to success?
Taken from CGP’s New Grammar, Punctuation & Spelling Activity Book for Ages 7-8 (EPF3GQ21).
See the full range of Primary Activity Books at cgpbooks.co.uk.
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Answers
Grammar Activity — Ages 7-8
1. nouns: Lucas, friend, butterfly, biscuit, goat, Italy
adjectives: strong, honest, tall, friendly, busy
2. You should have underlined: mrs, jones, omar, susan, saturday, glasgow, america, august
3. The puppy barked loudly at the postman. — noun
Yosef was hungry, so he had a snack. — adjective
I have already lost one of my new socks. — adjective
Our teacher gave us some maths homework. — noun
4. Any sensible answers, e.g. the crowded bus / the fast boat / the colourful hot air balloon
An Extra Challenge
nouns: road, helmet, tree, t-shirt, boy
adjectives: green, stripy, long, happy, red
Any sensible descriptions, e.g. a long road / a red helmet / a green tree / a stripy t-shirt / a happy boy
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